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Abstract
This is a report concerning a concurrent case of hemoglobin J Iran (Hb J Iran) and Hemoglobin H (Hb H) disease in an Iranian woman. The patient was coincidentally found during the course of routine pre-marital genetic counselling for her son. The diagnosis of heterozygote Hb J Iran for her son, ultimately led to the diagnosis of concurrent Hb J Iran and Hb H disease. The hematological examination of the patient showed a microcytic, hypochromic anemia, and hemoglobin electrophoresis on cellulose acetate media at alkaline PH depicted a profile of fast moving hemoglobins consisting of Hb J Iran, Hb Bart and hemoglobin H. Molecular analysis of alpha and beta chains of hemoglobin revealed a genotype of -(α)20.5/-α3.7+ β β77 His -> Asp. To our knowledge, this is the first report of such patient with details of hematological and molecular analysis from south west Iran. This case report may provide a new insight into hemoglobin electrophoresis interpretation and hemoglobin disorders especially for health sector and genetic counsellors.
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Introduction
The most frequent Hb variants in south west Iran are Hb S followed by Hb D Punjab 1. The position of hemoglobin on cellulose acetate electrophoresis depends on the negative hemoglobin charges. Carrier subjects with Hb D heterozygous and Hb S heterozygous states have half normal Hb (Hb A) and half (or little lesser) Hb variant on cellulose acetate electrophoresis at alkaline PH. Among individuals with heterozygous states such as Hb E, Lepore, Knossos, K-Woolwich and Vicksburg, Koln and Zurich, the percent of Hb variants are very lower than hemoglobin A. These hemoglobin variants show a clinical picture identical to thalassemia syndrome 2. The Hb J Iran is a rare Hb variant in Iran 3. Hb J Iran gives a negative charge to Hb and the β77 His -> Asp makes a more potent chain compared to normal β chain to bind to α globin chain. Therefore, in Hb J Iran heterozygotes, the magnitude of Hb variant is higher than normal Hb A 4. In the presence of α chain depletion such as Hb H disease (α -/-), the competition between normal β and β77 His -> Asp to pair with remaining α chain leads to predominance of Hb variant. So, a more...
severe depletion of α chain reserve may worsen the clinical manifestation of patients with both Hb J Iran and Hb H disease in comparison with Hb H disease alone.

**Report of the case**

A 60-year-old woman came to a private clinic to follow her son’s pre-marital laboratory examination. She was detected coincidentally through her son pedigree. She had two children, both affected with Hb J Iran heterozygous state. At first visit, she appeared with pallor and breathlessness. She gave a long term history of using iron and folate supplement and only one episode of blood transfusion. In initial physical examination, the positive findings were: weight: 60 kg, height: 155 cm, sub conjunctivae pallor, normal face bone, pulse rate 120/min and respiratory rate 20/min. The spleen and liver were palpable 4 and 2 cm below costal margin, respectively.

A written informed consent for laboratory tests, DNA analysis and journal reporting was taken from the patient. Initially, 4 ml blood sample was drawn and collected in EDTA for cell blood count and Hb electrophoresis and supravital staining. Hematological parameters were determined by using an automated Coulter Cell Counter (Sysmex k1000), and hemoglobin electrophoresis was performed on cellulose acetate at ph = 8.6.

Genomic DNA from the proband was extracted and processed by routine salting out method. Alpha and beta globin genes were analyzed using reverse dot blot according to the manufacturer’s instruction (Vienna Lab Co.). In addition, the whole beta globin gene was amplified by two primer pairs:

- Primer pair (5- AGTACGCTGTCATCACCA-3 and 5- TTTATATATATATGACAG-3) for exons 1 and 2 and primer pair (5- TCTTCTCCAGCCCTATG-3 and 5- CTCTATCTAAATGCACCC-3) for exon 3, which generated products with 970 and 626 base pair lengths, respectively. The PCR products were directly sequenced by automated sequencer (ABI 3770).

The hemoglobin concentration was 8.3 g/dl, hematocrit: 30.3, reticulocyte count: 7%, mean corpuscular volume: 64.2 fl, mean corpuscular hemoglobin: 17.6 pg, mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration: 27.4 g/dl, red blood cell count: 4.72*10^12 cells/litre, red cell distribution width: 25.3%, total bilirubin: 3.2 mg/dl, direct bilirubin: 0.5 mg/dl and serum ferritin: 449 ng/ml. Hemoglobin electrophoresis on alkaline acetate cellulose showed Hb H: 2%, Hb Bart: 1.3%, Hb J Iran: 49%, Hb A1: 46.7%, Hb F: 0.1% and Hb A2: 0.9%. Other findings consisted of Uric acid: 6.5 mg/dl, calcium: 9 mg/dl, phosphor: 4.5 mg/dl, AST: 44 U/L, ALT: 41 U/L and NRBC: 50/100 WBC. The patient’s

**Figure 2:** Hb- electrophoresis result shows fast moving hemoglobins consisting of from left to right: Hb-H, Hb-Bart, Hb-J Iran and other normal hemoglobins illustrated on the diagram.

**Figure 3:** Results of the reverse dot blot indicated two deletions (-3.7 and -20.5) causing loss of three alpha chains (Hb-H) in the patient.
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Discussion

Hb J-Iran [β77 CAC>GAC His -> Asp] is an abnormal hemoglobin, reported first in Iran 3. In Turkey, the first Hb J-Iran heterozygote was described by Arcasoy et al. 5.

Hb J-Iran is defined as the histidine at 77 β position replaced by aspartic acid 3. This mutation produces a β subunit variant with an additional negative charge equal to1.5 charge units. Thus the β77 His -> Asp chain has more chance to couple with positively charged α chain in competition with normal β chain, thereby allowing more formation of Hb J Iran than normal Hb A in heterozygous state. This Hb variant shows a fast electrophoretic mobility 4. Another fast moving Hb is Hb H. It is composed of four β globin chains and is produced in response to a severe shortage of alpha (α) chains. As mentioned before, Hb H behaves as a fast moving Hb like Hb J Iran. Hb H disease is divided into two groups, deletional and nondeletional. The clinical outcomes of patients with deletional type are better than nondeletional type 6. In Iran, The most common type of Hb H disease is -α3.7/- -Med. 7, but the molecular basis of our patient was -(α)20.5/-α3.7. Hb Bart (γ 4) is another fast moving Hb 2. The presence of Hb Bart in the current case is due to γ chain excess. The cause of γ globin excess is related to α chain reserve depletion. The α chain, partly couples with β77 His -> Asp and partly with normal β subunit. The remaining α chain is not sufficient to meet γ globin chain.

Hb J Iran even in homozygous states is a silent Hb and does not create any health problem 4. Hb H disease is usually presented with a mild to moderate anemia. However, some deletional types may need occasional transfusion therapy 8.

The co-inheritance of Hb H disease and several other heterozygote Hb variants such as S, C, E and β New York (codon 113 GTG-> GAG or Val->Glu), Hb J Bangkok (codon 56 GGC->GAC or Gly->Asp), Hb Pyrgos (codon 83 GGC->GAC or Gly->Asp), and Hb Hope (codon 136 GGT->GAT or Gly->Asp) has been described 9-15. These syndromes give rise to different clinical manifestations.

There is only one report similar to the present report by Rahbar et al. but they have not reported hematologic parameters and propositus genotype 3. Bunn et al. have reported a case with association of Hb J Baltimore and α thalassemia minor (− α/-α). Therefore we think that the present case is the first description of association between Hb J Iran and Hb H disease with comprehensive hematologic and genetic report from Iran.

Conclusion

The association of Hb J Iran /Hb H disease is very rare. The β77 His -> Asp gives an additional negative charge to β subunit that can attract more remaining α chain and may worsen the clinical manifestations.
of Hb H disease.
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